Neglected doubt the reason why my later works are less adventurous chances than my earlier ones. But how easy when a painter is no longer taught his art as an artisan his trade, to take a wrong turning and to follow a doubtful road. Left overmuch to our own resources we incline towards experiment. The physicist, the chemist, however long he may follow some hypothesis which seems to point to a hopeful conclusion, scraps his theory when it fails to stand by any and every test. Aesthetic experiments may also prove fallacious and must likewise be abandoned. Paris is the great school for daring artistic initiative. The difficulty I feel regarding the tendencies explored in the Paris studios is the enormous claim made for their significance. I recently attended a lecture by an eminent French authority on contemporary painting in Paris, whose complacency regarding the experimental artists, his assumption that the painters whose witty, entertaining, and over-simplified works he illustrated on the screen -were the equals of Ingres, Delacroix, Daumier and Degas? made me feel acute discomfort. None the less, if some of the experimental essays may have to be scrapped, that does not mean they are to be condemned. When some public speaker raises a cheap laugh at their expense, I feel angry and ashamed as many then must. The invention of new styles, a succession of which has come from Paris, has given a fresh impetus to all the arts of design, to interior decoration and to book-production and illustration. A purely abstract art may well return to its natural territory and once again become particular to carpets, textiles, and objects of use and ornament. Was it not Matthew Arnold who observed that great work needs the man and the ripe time? I remember Ricketts saying how embarrassing it would be if a great painter suddenly appeared; how foolish we should feel, what poor figures we should cut! Ricketts was quick to respond to so much that was excellent in the arts; no one more sensitive and intelligent. If he and Shannon were not men of genius, at least they knew what company to frequent; if there was no great painter alive to take them as apprentices, they could at 60

